Many of Lou Stovall’s silkscreens are circular and inspired by nature. Take a closer look at these two prints. What do you notice? Imagine you could walk into these prints. What would the weather feel like? What would you hear?

Now it is your turn to draw a scene inspired by nature. Think about what time of year you want to draw. Will you add any animals to your scene? What plants will you include?

You’ll need the following supplies included in the art kit (or found at home).

- paper to cut into a circle
- colored pencils
- pencil sharpener

To make your circle scene:

1. Close your eyes and think of your favorite things in nature. If the weather is nice, take a walk outside for inspiration. Notice the colors you see, different shapes and animals.

2. When you are ready to draw, picture where the biggest things should go. Draw these first.

3. Fill in more details.

4. Continue drawing until your masterpiece is complete!

Tip:
Think about creating a pattern with your embellishments. Could the design on one side of your frame match the other side? Could the corners match or should they all be different?

We’d love your feedback! Please take a few minutes to complete a survey about this program.

Family Day art kits are sponsored by Lucy and Buddy Allen and the Friends of the Georgia Museum of Art.